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A

previous analysis of 500 breast cancer patients’ mammograms indicated that more than 90 percent of breast cancer tissue has
human papillomavirus type-16 (HPV-16). Type-18 was found in less than a few percent. Human papillomavirus was measured
non-invasively and rapidly using strong Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Resonance phenomenon between 2 identical substances with
the same weight, for which US patent was given in 1993. Because of these findings, the relationship between HPV-16 and various
cancers was studied. In various cancers including brain tumors, a significant infection of HPV-16 was detected in every cancer tissue
evaluated. HPV-16 was found to be highly infectious, particularly when oral cavities have HPV-16 infection of more than 2000ng
BDORT Units. In families where one member has a strong infection of HPV-16, other members of the family often have the same
degree of infection. When one has a strong HPV-16 infection, there is a high tendency of developing cancers at the most infected
organ. Even if the patient does not develop malignancies, when a strong infection of HPV-16 virus is present, β-amyloid (1-42),
which is increased in Alzheimer’s disease and autism, is also increased in the infected area of the body. When this is increased in
cancer tissue, we found naturally existing molecules Vitamin D3 & its derivatives, Taurine (sulfur containing one type of amino
acid) and PQQ were often reduced in the cancer tissue or infected areas. Therefore, we give these naturally existing substances,
namely optimal doses of Vitamin D3 (400 I.U.), Taurine (~175mg), and PQQ (5-10mg). When these 3 substances are independently
used, an optimal dose produces very significant anti-cancer effects and increases Acetylcholine and DHEA levels. In addition,
viruses such as HPV-16 & CMV, bacteria such as Lyme Borrelia Burgdorferi spirochaete, & fungi like Candida Albicansare excreted
through urine in very significant amounts. These effects are even more beneficial when used in a compatible combination of all 3,
particularly when a compatible dose of Cilantro tablets is used together. We also found many atrial fibrillations are due to Lyme
Burgdorferi infection of SA node and atrium areas. These infections can be effectively reduced without using anti-viral or antibacterial agents, but by simply using combination of compatible optimal doses of Vitamin D3, Taurine, and PQQ. Cancer is
potentially transmitted by HPV-16 infection. The best treatment of cancer should have not only inhibition of cancer activities, but
also simultaneous elimination of the viral infection using optimal doses of these naturalcomponents of our body mentioned, although
other overdosed supplements (Vit. C, etc.) or certain medications can inhibit these beneficial effects. In order to give the best
treatment combination, optimal doses and selection of combinations must be determined individually and prevent potential drug
interactions with other medications or supplements.
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